From the library home page, use the **UP Library Search** box to find books (and other items) available from the Clark Library collection, as well as books you can borrow from other libraries.

For the topic “environmental effects of global warming,” enter 2-3 terms that describe the main concepts of this topic: **Global warming environment**

Select **UP + Summit** to search for books.

After you check out books, go to **My Account** to renew books and avoid fines!

Most relevant items (not necessarily owned by University of Portland) will be listed first.

Use the * symbol to search for variations of a word.

**environment* finds environment, environments, environmental, etc.**

You can choose to limit your search by:
- Format (e.g. book)
- Location
- Date (Year)
- Language
- and more

Limit to **Available in the Library** to see only items available at UP.
Text changes color based on availability of the resource. Green text = available online or in the library. Orange text = request the book from another library. Choose the book title link to see more information about the item, including request options.

Locate UP-owned books via the location and call number, or choose the Sign in link and use the Request UP’s copy link to have books brought to the Service Desk for you to pick up.

If the item is not available at UP, choose the Sign in link. Enter your UP account information and then select Request from Summit. You will receive an email when the book is ready to be picked up (in about 3 days).